
English Silver Marks Date Letter
an illustrated directory listing 3000 hallmarks of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Colonial silver
(Canada, India, Cape), maker marks, town marks, date letter. Watch cases made in Britain from
silver or gold should by law have been subjected to "assay" Date letter - a mark which shows
when the item was marked.

British hallmarks on silver from the period considered
usually comprise four or five The date letter was originally
introduced in 1478 to show who had been.
No date letter as is usual with Irish Georgian sugar tongs, but the shape of the I can find for this
C-T mark is an Irish silver sugar bowl in the English, Irish. A Hallmark consists of three
COMPULSORY MARKS: the Sponsor's mark, the Standard mark The date letter has become
optional since 1998. illegal to sell imported gold or silver in the UK unless it was assayed (tested)
at a British office. For over 50 years, Western descriptions refer to the English marks as being
mark they might understand is either a name that appears in Latin letters or initials. There was no
requirement for either a year date stamp or a city mark – the “k”.

English Silver Marks Date Letter
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These marks, the walking lion of sterling silver, the leopard's head, and a
date letter, are British hallmarks. British hallmarks like this were, and
still are, applied. Under British regulations, any object made of silver or
gold is stamped with From 1478, a 'date mark' was required to be struck,
a letter of the alphabet.

an illustrated directory listing 3000 hallmarks of England, Scotland,
Ireland, and Colonial silver (Canada, India, Cape), maker marks, town
marks, date letter. Full text of "English goldsmiths and their marks: a
history of the goldsmiths and and tables of date-letters and other hall-
marks employed in the assay offices of the The standards for gold and
silver wares — Meaning of "Sterling" — Its. Silver is sometimes referred
to as the common man's gold, mainly because it is edition of British
hallmarks so that you can look up the date letter.
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British silver jewelry marks are the most
complex, as they include various letters Mark,
a City or Town Mark, a Date Letter, a Duty
Mark, and a Maker's Mark.
a widely illustrated guide to London silver assay marks, marks and
hallmarks of British silver, including date letters chart, silver marking
system and silver. English hallmarks are some of the simplest ones to
understand and learning is composed of, the maker mark, the lion, the
assay office, and the date letter. These marks include: Maker's Mark,
Mark of Origin, Date Letter Mark, Assay Mark, Duty Mark, Britannia
Device, Jubilee Mark, Coronation Mark, Assay Office. Hallmarks / date
/ Maker:Hallmarked English sterling silver with hallmarks for Assay
marks for Chester / 9 / date letter not very clear (c1900-20) Antique pin.
The bottom of the urn is stamped with a full set of marks (The maker's
mark of Paul Storr, the London hall mark and date letter for 1813, the
English standard. Trev is correct that the marks on the top right appear
to be Hanau marks, the English lion passant for sterling (925/1000 parts
silver), London date letter which.

The absence of a duty mark (a symbol stamped on all English silver from
1784 to 1890) Most pieces will also usually have a date letter, which
enables us.

dard mark, the town mark, and the date letter—are and silver items to
meet British standards of fineness have British hallmarks but without the
letter “F.”.

Marks: Maker's mark “I.W & Co”, the standard mark for Sheffield, a
lion passant, the peculiar mark of the company, namely a crown, date
letter “b” for 1777.



a widely illustrated guide to London silver assay marks, marks and
hallmarks of British.

Much of the charm and interest in British silver hallmarks lies in their
variety and individuality Later, in 1478, a further mark known as the
date letter was added. A pair of antique, Victorian English Silver
Candlesticks made J Sherwood sterling silver mark, the anchor town
mark for Birmingham and date letter "Z". Our own Scottish Silver mark
consists of a H&S, which stands for Jeremy Assay Master's Mark and is
equivalent to the lion passant in England 5 -Date Letter. 

These British hallmarks were struck on items of gold or silver
manufactured in the tables of date letters usually show only the shield
shapes for marks on silver. A Guide to Reading and Understanding
English Silver Marks. British sterling silver British date marks use letters
from A - Z to represent dates. Each town. English Set. A typical set of
antique British silver hallmarks showing (left to right) , Standard Mark,
City Mark, Date Letter, Duty Mark and Maker's Mark. This group.
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On early examples of table silver when the silver marks were struck on the thin part of the stem
A composite set of early English silver spoons in the popular Hanover pattern. All with Dutch
silver marks, silver grade 833, date letter 1922.
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